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Crossing Borders Jul 19 2021 Two dudes walk into a bookstore...
Tristan knows he's got issues. His latest ex-girlfriend knows it too. He
can't blame her for dumping him-even though she gets her brother to
do it for her. Since he can't stop staring at said brother's package, he
figures it's about time to put a label on those issues. He likes guys. He
heads to a local bookstore with what he's sure is a foolproof plan to
find someone to show him what he's been missing. But who should
crash his little adventure? Officer Michael Truax, who gave him a
really expensive ticket back in high school for skateboarding without a
helmet. Michael has been trying to catch Tristan for years...to give him
a second ticket. Suddenly faced with "Sparky," all grown up and
looking to get laid, Michael's protective instinct kicks in-and presents
him with an opportunity that's hard to resist. After all, the kid must
know what he's getting into, so why not? But when a man with a plan
connects with a man with a hunger, the result is nothing short of
explosive. This book has been previously published. Warning: Contains
high-octane hair, a clawfoot bathtub, and a story that will make you
believe in love at first sight. Okay, second sight, but who's counting?
Pleasure's Edge May 17 2021 How do you know… For beautiful
novelist Dylan Ivory, being in control is everything. Then she meets
the man who is everything she is not…and everything she wants. How
far you can go… Alec Walker is a writer of dark psychological
thrillers—and a man who lives for thrills. From motorcycles to
snowboards to swimming with sharks, there's no end to his lust for
excitement. His tastes extend into the bedroom as well, where he lets
no rules bind his desires. The only thing he truly fears is love, and
allowing someone else to really know him… Unless you go over the
edge? While researching a book on sexual extremes, Dylan interviews
Alec—and longs to taste the temptation he offers. But he’s a selfproclaimed dominant and she refuses to surrender control. Slowly and
seductively, though, Alec shows her that by letting go and submitting
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to his every desire she can experience ultimate pleasure. But to keep
the woman who for the first time brings him to his knees, can Alec
take the ultimate risk and surrender his heart?
Taxation of Mining Operations Dec 12 2020 Thorough, in-depth
treatment, expert analysis of the issues, laws, regulations, cases and
rulings that govern federal income taxation of operations involving
minerals other than oil and gas. Includes detailed coverage of: •
Prerequisites to and computation of the depletion deduction • Mineral
properties and aggregations • Exploration and development expenses
• Depreciation, investment credit and tax preference items • The
alternative minimum tax • Sales, leases and exchanges of mineral
property • Lease payments unrelated to production • Production
payments • Sharing arrangements • Partnerships and corporations •
Operations on American Indian lands • Foreign operations • Canadian
income taxation First published in 1981.
A Flighty Fake Boyfriend Sep 08 2020
Memoirs of a Shape-Shifter Mar 27 2022
Basics of Research Methods for Criminal Justice and Criminology Nov
30 2019 This brief introduction to research methods combines
accessibility and a conversational writing style with Michael G.
Maxfield's expertise in criminology and criminal justice. In fewer than
400 pages, the text introduces you to the basics of criminal justice
research utilizing real data and featuring coverage of such key issues
as ethics, causation, validity, field research, and research design.
Vigil Sep 01 2022 Includes a preview of the upcoming novel featuring
Adin and Donte, 'Matins.'
My Cowboy Homecoming May 29 2022 Love can heal the deepest
wounds… A sense of duty brings a soldier home…but a passionate
cowboy makes him want to stay. After his brother’s tragic death, Tripp
has to leave the army and return to New Mexico to take care of his
mother while his father is in prison for arson. Seeking work at the JBar Ranch, Tripp is immediately drawn to injured cowboy Lucho
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Reyes, whose foot was accidentally crushed by a rescue horse. But will
the sins of the father interfere with the desires of the son? Tripp’s
father may be responsible for the death of Lucho’s grandfather. Now
Tripp must balance caring for his mother, repairing his father’s
damages, and trying to win the heart of a man who has every reason to
hate him and his family… Praise for Z. A. Maxfield: “Z. A. Maxfield has
a lyrical way of writing that makes it easy to escape into the world that
she creates for her characters.”—Night Owl Reviews “… The thing that
you managed to pull off that made […] me happy was that ePistols at
Dawn was also a damn good story and a hot, exciting romance.”—Dear
Author “Maxfield has written another gem and a winner. Run, don’t
walk, to get a copy of Stirring Up Trouble
today.”—ReviewsbyJessewave.com “Secret Light is not necessarily a
feel good story but it’s wonderfully written and highlights a more
realistic look at gay men.”—Long and Short Reviews “The characters
are strongly written and will pull you into their story right from the
beginning.”—Three Crow Press about Gasp! Z. A. Maxfield started
writing in 2007 on a dare from her children and never looked back.
Pathologically disorganized, and perennially optimistic, she writes as
much as she can, reads as much as she dares, and enjoys her time with
family and friends. If anyone asks her how a wife and mother of four
manages to find time for a writing career, she’ll answer, “It’s amazing
what you can accomplish if you give up housework.” Her published
books include My Cowboy Heart, My Heartache Cowboy, Crossing
Borders, Epic Award finalist St. Nacho’s, Drawn Together, ePistols at
Dawn, Notturno, Stirring Up Trouble, and Vigil.
Rhapsody for Piano and Ghost Jan 25 2022 Topper Meets Emma!Rerelease of bestselling 2009 novel - What happens when Rory travels
halfway across the country to meet the girl of his dreams? Certainly
not what he expected...Rory's just be a simple southern boy from St.
Antoine's Parish, Louisiana, but he knows what he wants -- the girl of
his dreams, reclusive and mysterious artist Ran Yamane. He's loved
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her since junior high school, and now he has the chance to meet her.
He chucks everything and travels 1,500 miles to Anime Expo in Long
Beach just so he can tell her. He's determined that nothing and nobody
are going to stand in his way.Turns out, Ran Yamane isn't a girl, but he
gets that a lot. People come to him with teddy bears and chocolates
and disappointment by the truckload. He's trusted fans in the past and
paid the price. So when he meets Rory he is understandably wary, but
resigned. He isn't prepared for his magnetic attraction to the young
man, Rory's apparent willingness to overlook his gender, and the
chaos that ensues when his number one fan (and psycho stalker)
shows up to get revenge.Re-release.
The Book of Daniel Dec 24 2021
Essential PTC® Mathcad Prime® 3.0 Jul 07 2020 Learn how to use
PTC® Mathcad Prime® 3.0, one of the world’s leading tools for
technical computing, in the context of engineering, science, and math
applications. Quickly harness the power of PTC Mathcad Prime 3.0 to
solve both simple and complex problems. Essential PTC® Mathcad
Prime® 3.0 is perfect for college students, first-time users, and
experienced Mathcad 15 users who are moving to PTC Mathcad Prime
3.0. Updated from Maxfield’s popular Essential Mathcad, this book
introduces the most powerful functions and features of the new PTC
Mathcad Prime 3.0 software and teaches how to apply them to create
comprehensive calculations for any quantitative subject. Examples
from several fields demonstrate the power and utility of PTC
Mathcad’s tools while also demonstrating how users can eff ectively
incorporate Microsoft® Excel spreadsheets into the software. Learn
the basics faster: Chapter 1 introduces many fundamentals of
Mathcad, allowing the reader to begin using the program in less time.
Learn PTC Mathcad tools in context: Incorporates many applied
examples and problems from a wide variety of disciplines. Thorough
discussion of many PTC Mathcad tools: Units, arrays, plotting, solving,
symbolic calculations, programming, algebra, calculus, differential
equations, reading from files, writing to files, and incorporating MS
Excel spreadsheets. Includes a link to PTC with instructions on how to
purchase the PTC® Mathcad Prime® 3.0 Student Edition (The
Student Edition software is intended for educational purposes only.)
Deep Deliverance Jun 17 2021
A Much Younger Man Oct 10 2020 One man is older and not quite
wiser. The other is young and steady. Can they ignore the critics and
let their hearts decide? Veterinarian Linden Davies gets on better with
animals than men. After a lifetime of always putting work first, he's
resigned himself to one-night stands and shallow blind dates. But
years of heartache evaporate when he offers a handsome young
busker a free health check for his companion Labrador. Christopher
"Beck" Beckett vowed to care for his late friend's loyal dog. After
falling out with his parents and ending up on the streets playing music
for tips, he longs for a warm embrace and a compassionate kiss.
Linden is perfect, and he takes Beck under his wing, but his hangups
over a relationship with someone half his age have Beck's head
spinning. As Linden lets the sweet wayward guitarist into his world
and gives him renewed purpose, he battles disapproval from his
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friends and family. And when Beck realizes the kindhearted vet could
well be his true soulmate, he fears that their love is probably doomed.
Will this perfect match transcend the judgment of others? A Much
Younger Man is the first book in the tender The Men of St. Nacho's
gay romance series. If you like heartfelt chemistry, unequal partners,
and emotional rollercoasters, then you'll adore Z.A. Maxfield's
poignant tale.Buy A Much Younger Man to throw societal expectations
out the door today!
Deep Desire Nov 03 2022 Book hunter buys 500 year-old homoerotic
manuscript. The only problem is, the vampire who wrote it wants it
back
Gabe Aug 27 2019
Electrical Engineering: Know It All Feb 11 2021 The Newnes Know It
All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create
hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of
call for key information, design techniques and rules of thumb.
Guaranteed not to gather dust on a shelf! Electrical engineers need to
master a wide area of topics to excel. The Electrical Engineering Know
It All covers every angle including Real-World Signals and Systems,
Electromagnetics, and Power systems. A 360-degree view from our
best-selling authors Topics include digital, analog, and power
electronics, and electric circuits The ultimate hard-working desk
reference; all the essential information, techniques and tricks of the
trade in one volume
The Pharaoh's Concubine Nov 22 2021 As mob boss Yvgeny Mosko's
open secret, Dylan is happy enough with a passionate, if loveless,
arrangement that affords him a life of luxury. But at thirty-six, he
wonders how committed Mosko will be to an aging lover. He finds out
when a rival gang kidnaps him in a turf war. Mosko leaves no one alive
except for a young man whose dark eyes tug at Dylan's heart—and the
conscience he thought he'd excised long ago. Though he tried to stop
the kidnapping, William knows what's left of him will be used to send a
message. When Mosko's pampered pretty boy risks everything to help
him escape, he can't believe his luck. As the days off the grid go by,
William begins to realize Dylan's beauty is more than skin deep. And
as Dylan coaxes more and more beguiling smiles from William, he
yearns for things—like family ties—he'd thought were best forgotten.
Yet behind their newfound happiness lurks the certain knowledge that
no matter how careful they are, Mosko will come for what's his.
Sweet Mar 03 2020 SWEET is the third book in the Contours of the
Heart series
The Brothers Grime: Eddie Mar 15 2021 Eddie and Andrew have
dynamite chemistry. But Eddie is profoundly dyslexic, and Andrew
lives to read. Andrew is pathologically disorganized, and Eddie likes
things neat and clutter-free. Andrew is desperately ashamed of his
hoarder father, and Eddie is embarrassed by his lack of educationsecrets that could pull them apart even as a friend's tragedy brings
them together. When Andrew's father's condition deteriorates and he
nearly dies because of his compulsion, Eddie and Andrew must learn
compassion begins with loving oneself.
Eddie Jun 05 2020
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Bebop to the Boolean Boogie May 05 2020 This entertaining and
readable book provides a solid, comprehensive introduction to
contemporary electronics. It's not a "how-to-do" electronics book, but
rather an in-depth explanation of how today's integrated circuits work,
how they are designed and manufactured, and how they are put
together into powerful and sophisticated electronic systems. In
addition to the technical details, it's packed with practical information
of interest and use to engineers and support personnel in the
electronics industry. It even tells how to pronounce the alphabet soup
of acronyms that runs rampant in the industry. Written in
conversational, fun style that has generated a strong following for the
author and sales of over 14,000 copies for the first two editions The
Third Edition is even bigger and better, with lots of new material,
illustrations, and an expanded glossary Ideal for training incoming
engineers and technicians, and for people in marketing or other
related fields or anyone else who needs to familiarize themselves with
electronics terms and technology
Variant Sep 20 2021 Benson Fisher thought that a scholarship to
Maxfield Academy would be the ticket out of his dead-end life. He was
wrong. Now he’s trapped in a school that’s surrounded by a razor-wire
fence. A school where video cameras monitor his every move. Where
there are no adults. Where the kids have split into groups in order to
survive. Where breaking the rules equals death. But when Benson
stumbles upon the school’s real secret, he realizes that playing by the
rules could spell a fate worse than death, and that escape—his only
real hope for survival—may be impossible.
After Perfect Aug 20 2021 Thirty-six-year-old Gabriella Stevens is
living a quiet and content fairy tale as a devoted housewife to
Simon—just as her traditional Filipino mother has always told her to
do—when, after sixteen years of marriage and twenty years together,
he tells he wants a divorce. Simon has been Gabby’s everything since
they were kids; without him, her world implodes. But as she navigates
her way through the wreckage of the marriage she thought would last
forever, she becomes determined to make a life on her own. With New
York City as her backdrop, Gabby—single for the first time since she
was a teenager—goes back to school, gets her first real job, and faces
unfamiliar reality with determination. Gabby’s life takes another turn
when she falls in love with her mysterious but utterly beautiful
creative writing professor, Colt. Being with Colt is exhilarating for
her—something new, something exciting and beyond understanding.
He is almost seven years her junior, and a literary genius. But he is
also battling demons of his own: a tragic past that may have made him
incapable of love. Is Gabby destined for another heartbreak—or will
her connection with Colt be what unbreaks her?
My Cowboy Heart Apr 27 2022 Even the coldest cowboy’s heart can be
ignited… J-Bar ranch foreman Malloy pretty much keeps to
himself—slinking around the edges of everybody else like an old
coyote, doing his job and staying private. That is until Crispin Carrasco
shows up. Lean, muscular, and with a motor mouth that won’t quit,
Crispin sparks something in Malloy—something the foreman didn’t
know was there. But how does a lone coyote approach the warmth of a
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fire? And more important, what would happen if that fire burned?
“Z.A. Maxfield has a lyrical way of writing that makes it easy to escape
into the world that she creates for her characters.”—Night Owl
Reviews
Lights! Camera! Cupid! Aug 08 2020 Cupid is visiting Bluewater Bay,
and he's leaving chaos in his wake. Nothing's been the same in this
sleepy little logging town since Hollywood came to shoot the hit TV
show "Wolf's Landing"-especially Valentine's Day. In L.A. Witt's "Just
Another Day," beloved actors Levi Pritchard and Carter Samuels have
an announcement for their fans, while in Z.A. Maxfield's "I'll Be
There," actor Spencer Kepler and his boyfriend Nash Holly brave a
blizzard and a fan convention to spend their first February the 14th
together. Of course, it's not just TV stars celebrating the day. In Anne
Tenino's "Helping Hand," an aspiring artist eager to escape Bluewater
Bay decides he just might have a reason to stay: lust-inspiring logger
Gabriel Savage. In SE Jakes's "No Easy Way," a local teacher
reconnects with an old lover working security on the film set. And in
Amy Lane's "Nascha," a Bluewater Bay elder recalls how his own
unconventional family used to celebrate the holiday. Real life may be
nothing like TV, but when Cupid comes to town, there's plenty of
romance and drama to go around.
A Gentleman Revealed Jan 13 2021 From New York Times
bestselling author Deidre Knight, writing as Cooper Davis, comes a
thrilling new romance series, set in an alternative Victorian world,
where gentlemen may openly court and marry fellow noblemen....
Alistair Finley has spent years concealing the truth of his illegitimacy.
The bastard son of the late king and half-brother to the man who now
occupies the throne, Alistair fears ruination. He has never allowed
himself love or companionship. Until he meets the handsome young
Lord Marcus Avenleigh. Marcus has spent two years attempting to
gain the notice of the king's shy secretary. Tempting Alistair out of the
shadows and into his bed, however, proves a daunting task. The selfproclaimed spinster has made a profession of decorating the wings of
every social gala, denying Marcus and every other eligible bachelor a
formal introduction. When Lady Elsevier's annual ball presents a
daring moment, Marcus invites Alistair to waltz. What Marcus can't
know is that his would-be paramour has chosen drink and the life of a
lonely bachelor above ever risking his heart, or his king's own
reputation.He’s bound in lies and secrecy, and the past must never,
ever be revealed... Includes a preview of the next Lords of Avenleigh
Novel Praise for A Gentleman Revealed “Cooper Davis's A Gentleman
Revealed is a lyrically beautiful fairy tale of unconditional love.”—Z.A.
Maxfield, bestselling author of My Cowboy Heart “Romance, thy name
is Cooper Davis!” —Tibby Armstrong, author of Surrender the Dark
“Racy, funny, warm and humane, Cooper Davis’s latest is a total
immersion in a vividly created world. Alistair and Marcus are a
compelling duo, at once erotic and tender. Davis doesn’t fight shy of
challenging physical stereotypes, and A Gentleman Revealed is a sexy
exploration of burgeoning love between complex characters. Highly
recommended.” —Harper Fox, bestselling author of Brothers of the
Wild North Sea “Get carried away into the elegantly sexy world of
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Cooper Davis.”—Kate Pearce, New York Times bestselling author
All Stirred Up Jun 25 2019 After Brendan and his mother witness a
completely random tragedy, his carefully controlled life begins to fall
apart. First he starts having nightmares and panic attacks, and then
he loses focus in his daily life. His board of directors insists he take a
vacation at a so-called "relaxation destination", and to make matters
worse, they've hired newly minted psychiatrist, Dr. Dirk Melovitch, to
accompany him.Dirk, whose job it is to help Brendan learn to relax,
walks into the lobby of Brendan's hotel wearing a borrowed suit and
an attitude that rubs Brendan the wrong way from the moment they
meet. They head for the airport and their carefully planned itinerary
goes out the window, one small setback at a time.From the airports of
New York and Atlanta, to the long, lonely highways of Texas, to an
upscale rehab destination in Santa Fe, Brendan and Dirk each try to
gain the upper hand until both find out that it's not just life that can
get a guy all stirred up.
Gasp! Jul 31 2022 Jeff Paxton came home from Afghanistan looking to
put down roots. Instead his pregnant sister talks him into a job
babysitting the volatile megastar, Nigel Gasp. Nigel is stubborn,
needy, and determined to be the center of attention everywhere he
goes. Before long, Jeff realizes that something is bothering Gasp, and
that keeping him out of trouble might be more difficult than he
thought. Nigel never planned on getting old. He simply assumed a
hard drinking, hard partying lifestyle would take care of that. Now
that he's turning forty, he's depressed and a little bit desperate. To
Nigel, forty seems like a fine age to deposit his DNA and check out
while he's still on top. The last thing Jeff needs is to fall in love with
Nigel Gasp. The last thing Nigel expects is a whole new reason to live.
But how can Jeff put down roots with a man who is never in the same
place twice? Love can be shocking. Gasp!
EPistols at Dawn Oct 22 2021 Reporter Jae-sun Fields is determined
to find out who has satirized a seminal, coming-out, coming-of-age
novel. Kelly Kendall, the author, is the culprit. A chance meeting
between the two men reveals more than hidden identities--it exposes a
mutual attraction. Warning: explicit sex.
Research Methods for Criminal Justice and Criminology Oct 29 2019
Even more student-friendly and featuring new examples, topics, and
references throughout, the Fifth Edition of Michael G. Maxfield and
Earl Babbie's RESEARCH METHODS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND
CRIMINOLOGY effectively engages your students in applying the
specific research methods used in criminal justice. Combining the
accessibility and conversational tone of Babbie's bestseller, THE
PRACTICE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH, with Maxfield's expertise in
criminology and criminal justice, the new edition of this market-leader
includes enhanced coverage of ethics, causation, validity, and research
design, as well as new and expanded examples, especially in the
discussion of field research. A new running case study on racial
profiling that progresses and builds from chapter to chapter-further
demonstrates the important role of research methods in our evolving
understanding of crime and society.
Spectrums Nov 10 2020 Written by autistic trans people from around
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the world, this vital and intimate collection of personal essays reveals
the struggles and joys of living at the intersection of neurodivergence
and gender diversity. Weaving memories, poems and first-person
narratives together, these stories showcase experiences of coming out,
college and university life, accessing healthcare, physical transition,
friendships and relationships, sexuality, pregnancy, parenting, and late
life self-discovery, to reveal a rich and varied tapestry of life lived on
the spectrums. With humour and personal insight, this anthology is
essential reading for autistic trans people, and the professionals
supporting them, as well as anyone interested in the nuances of autism
and gender identity.
Plummet to Soar Feb 23 2022 Self-help author Mackenzie's horrible
advice is not only getting him sued, it's put his life in danger. It falls to
long-suffering acquisitions editor JD to find out who wants to kill
Mackenzie and end their enemies-to-lovers romance.
The Long Way Home Oct 02 2022 Ever since the accident that cost
him his job on the Seattle police force, Kevin Quinn has been living
with psychic abilities he refers to as the 'gift that keeps on taking'. His
attempts to use his talents to help the police have met with limited
success. Yet, when teenage boys start going missing from the beach
cities of Southern California, Kevin gets on a plane. Connor Dougal has
every reason to believe all psychics are fakes and charlatans. He's still
numb from the disappearance of his first love, a boy who went missing
ten years earlier. Everything he aspires to is a direct result of that
tragedy, even the acquisition of his detective shield. The irony of
having to babysit Kevin Quinn is not lost on him. These two suspicious
men must develop trust and respect for one another to solve the case
and, on the way, maybe fall in love.
Frostfire Jan 01 2020
Just Business Jan 31 2020 A brash assistant.Justin White has the
smarts, grit, and determination to succeed in the corporate world
despite his colorful hair and eyeliner. Too bad his new employer's
prickly domineering CFO thinks otherwise. A cold executive.Haunted
by an accident that left him with a wounded leg and broken heart, Eli
Ovadia needs things neat and controlled. Justin is messy, whip smart,
and pushes all of Eli's buttons. But taming that brash man is out of the
question.A fiery affair that may burn them both.One hot encounter at
the office unlocks their smoldering desire, and sends them spinning
into a relationship neither expected, but is that enough to overcome
the scars of their past?
Jacob's Ladder Jul 27 2019
Daddies Sep 28 2019 This unique collection of erotic stories reveals
the sexual and emotional bonds between older and and younger men:
from twinks hankering for silver foxes to men with the meat of years
on their bones mentoring spunky lads just coming out. Everything goes
in these stories ranging from the sexually playful to hardcore S&M,
role-playing and extreme kink. Features work by Doug Harrison, Jeff
Mann, Xan Best, Barry Alexander, Dale Chase, Shaun Levin and more.
The Oxygen Cure Apr 03 2020 "Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) is
a medical treatment which enhances the body's natural healing
process by inhalation of 100% oxygen in a total body chamber, where
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atmospheric pressure is increased and controlled. According to Dr.
William Maxfield, HBOT has applications in almost all segments of
modern medicine, and is poised to move from "the best kept medical
secret" to becoming a usual and customary therapy for a wide range of
medical conditions. When correctly applied, HBOT not only benefits
patients, HBOT can also result in greatly reduced medical costs too. In
this accessible and informative guide, Dr. Maxwell provides his
recommendations for how HBOT can help treat conditions as varied as
burn care, emphysema, arthritis, fibromyalgia, wound healing, stroke,
congestive heart failure, autism, cancer, diabetes, and more. Each
chapter will cover a different condition, offer strategies about exactly
how HBOT should be administered, and interviews/stories from real
life patients who have been treated effectively with HBOT. The book
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will also include references for further information, and
recommendations on where to seek the best treatments"-Footsteps in the Dark Apr 15 2021 The snick of a lock. The squeak of
door hinges. The creak of a floorboard... Nothing is more mysterious
than footsteps in the dark. Are those approaching steps that of friend
or enemy? Lover or killer? Authors L.B. Gregg, Nicole Kimberling, Josh
Lanyon, Dal MacLean, Z.A. Maxfield, Meg Perry, C.S. Poe and S.C.
Wynne join forces for Footsteps in the Dark, eight sexy and
suspenseful novellas of Male/Male Mystery and Romance.
Change Anything Jun 29 2022 A stunning approach to how individuals
can not only change their lives for the better in the workplace, but also
their lives away from the office, including (but not limited to) finding
ways to improve one's working relationship with others, one's overall
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health, outlook on life, and so on. For example, why is it that 95% of all
diet attempts fail? Why do New Year's Resolutions last no more than a
few days? Why can't people with good intentions seem to make
consistent and positive strides? Based upon the latest research in a
number of psychological and medical fields, the authors of Change
Anything will show that traditional will-power is not necessarily the
answer to these strivings, that people are affected in their behaviors
by far more subtle influences. Change Anything shows how individuals
can come to understand these powerful and influential forces, and how
to put these forces to work in a positive manner that brings real and
meaningful results. The authors present an array of everyday examples
that will change and truly empower you to reexamine the way you go
about your business and life.
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